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CONFORMANCE TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97 |
WOLF CREEK STATION UNIT NO. 1 |,

|
1. INTRODUCTION,

On December 17, 1982, Generic Letter No. 82-33 (Reference 1) was
_,,

is, sued, by D. G. Eisenhut, Director of the Division of Licensing, Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, to all licensees of opeming reactors, applicants.for

_

operating lic,enses and holders of construction permits. This letter
included' additional clarification regarding Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision
2 (Reference 2) relating to the requirements for emergency response

capability. TheserequirementshavebeenpublishedasSupplemy: 1 to .

NUREG-0737, "TMI Action plan Requirements" (Reference 3).
,

P.

The Kansas Gas and Electric Company, the applicant for the Wolf Creek
Station, has its response to the generic.let er incorporated in a letter

cated April 15, 1953 (Reference 4). The letter referenced the Final Safety

.. Analysis Recor. (Reference 5) for a review of the instrumentatien provided '

for Regulatory Guide 1.97.

,

This report p.rovides an evaluation of these submittals.
.

2. REVIEW REQUIREMENTS
..

Section 6.2 of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, sets forth the documentation *%

to be submitted in a report to NRC describing how the applicant meets the
guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as applied to emergency response
facilities. The submittal should include documentation that 'provides the '
following information for each variable shown in the applicable table of
Regulatory Guide 1.97.

1. In'strument range

2. Environmental qualification

!

!

)
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3. Seismic qualification

r

4. Quality assurance

5. Redundance and sensor location

. . 7 6. Power supply

- ..

7. Location of display
,

8. Schedule of installation or upgrade. ,.

Further, the submittal should identify deviations from the guidance,in the
Regulatory Guide and provide supporting justification or alternativ9s.

,

Subsequent to tne issuance of the generic letter, the NRC held regional
meetings in February and March 1983 to answer licensee and apolicant ques-

. -

tions and concerns regarding the NRC policy on this matter. At these meet-___

ings, it was noted that the NRC review would only address' exceptions taken.to
'

,the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97. Further, where licensees or appli-,

cants' explicitly state that instrument systems conform to the provisions of,

.

the guide it was noted that no further staff review would be necessary.
t

Therefore, this report only addresses exceptions to the guidance of Regula-
.

tory Guide 1.97. Thefollowingevaivationisanauditoftheapplicant's
) submittals based on the review policy described in the NRC regional meetings.

" ~'~'"'

!
3. EVALUATION

.
.

.

The licensee provided a response to the NRC generic letter 82-33 on
April 15, 1983. This response referred to a submittal by Standard Nuclear

'

Unit Power Plant Systems (SNUPPS) which referred to. Appendix 7A of the SNUPPS

Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) which described the applicant's position
on post-accident monitoring instrumentation. This evaluation is based on
these submittals.

|
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. 3.1 Adherence to Regulatory Guide 1.97

The ~ applicant has not provided an explicit commitment on conformance to
the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97. However, they have provided the in--

formation to show where nonconformance exists. The appl.icant should specif-
ically commit to conform to Regulatory Guide 1.97 guidance except for those

T "~ deviations that are justified and agreed to by the NRC.-

3._ . , .

2

3.2 Type A Variables -

.

'

In that Regulatory Guide 1.97 does not specifically identify Type A
variables, i.e., those variables that provide information required for opera-4

i tor controlled safety actions, the applicant classified the following in-
strumentation channels as Type A variables.

.

1. Reactor coolant system (RCS) cold leg water temperature

2. RCS hot leg water temperature -

._,_.
,

d

3. RCS pressure-

4. Containment normal sump water level-

j -

,,

'

5. Contaimnent pressure
, -

. . .%

i 6. Containment area radiation
<

*

7. Refueling water storage tank level
!

.

8. Pressurizer level

9. Steam generator level, narrow range

10. Steam generator pressure.

.

.

'

3 4
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All of the previous variables are also included as Type B, C, or D vari ~
ables and meet Category 1 requirements consistent with the requirements for
Type A variables.,

3.3 Exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.97

- - The applicant identified the followir.g exceptions to the guidelines of.

~

Regula' tory Guide 1.97.
.. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _

.

3.3.1 Neutro'n Flux
,

!
Regulatory Guide 1.97 specifies environmentally qualified Category 1

,j
instrumentation for this variable. The instrumentation provided for this

variable includes detectors that are not environmentally qualified for a
loss-of-coolant accident or main steam line break. Environmental qualifica-

; tion has been clarified since Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.97 was issued.
; The clarification is in the environmental qualification rule,10 CFR 50.49.

,

It is concluded that the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97 has been super-, , , _

seded by a regulatory requirement. Any exception to this' rule is beyond the
*

scope of this review and should be addressed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49.a

,

; .
.

3.3.2 RCS Hot and Cold Leg Water Temperature

.

Regulatory Guide 1.97, revisio'n 2, specifies a range of 50 to 750*F.
~'''''

; The range supplied for this variable is 0 to 700*F. The applicant indicates
that the range supplied exceeds all expected design basis conditions. We

concur that this deviation is acceptable based on their evaluation. Further, ,
Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Reference 7) lists the range as 50 to
700*F. -

,

,

3.3.3 Radioactivity Concentration or Radiation Level in Circulating Primary
Coolant

|
: Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommends Category 1 instrumentation for this

variable with a range of from 1/2 to 100 times the technical specification

I

4
.
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limi-t , The purpose of this instrumentation is the detection of breach. The
applicant is not providing instrumentation for this variable stating that it
is unnecessary.

.

The applicant's in-line sampling system can provide some information to
compliment this variable, however it is not a continuous measurement system.

-
. . . . . ,-

Instrumentation that is suitable for this variable has been under re--

search and development. We find that usT df' sampling system is acceptable on
an interim basis, on the conditions that the applicant (a) comit to evaluate
and (b) comit to installation of a satisfactory system within a reasonable
time frame.

,

3.3.4 Radiation' Exposure Rates
*

.

Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends radiation exposure rate
monitors for two purposes: (1) to measure releases caused by a breach in
containment and (2) to monitor the inside of buildings where access is re- *

..

quired to service equipment important to safety. Revision 3 of the regula-

/ tory guide deletes the instrumentation for measuring releases caused by
'

containment breach. A breach of containment could be detected by effluent

monitors if the containment contained radioactive gases and the breach was to -

a monitored building.
.

The applicant takes exception to the instrument range recomended by! %
4Regulatory Guide 1.97 (10-1 R/hr to 10 R/hr). Currently, installed area

radiation monitors cover the range of 10-1 R/hr to 10 R/hr. The licensee's
justificatiori for this deviation is that the ext, ting area' radiation monitors
provide for adequate employee protection, and these monitors can be augmented
by portable monitors.

From a radiological stan'dpoint, if the radiation levels reach or exceed
the upper limit of the range (10 R/hr), personnel would not be permitted to
the areas except for life saving. We therefore find the proposed range

! (10 R/hr) for the radiation exposure rate monitors acceptable.

'
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' 3.3.5 Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchancer Outlet Temperature

!r
The applicant has supplied instrumentation for this variable with a

minimum range of 50*F. The minimum recomended by the regulatory guide is
32*F. The applicant did not provide justification for this deviation. The
applicant should either provide a new instrument span so that the recomended

I range is covered, or provide satisfactory justification for not providing the
~

recomended range.
.. .

4 _ _ _ , _ , .

!

3.3.6 Accumulator Tank Level and Pressure

U l

The applicant has provided instrumentation for this variage that is not
qualified as Category 2 instrumentation as recomended by the regulatory |

guide. The applicant states that this variable wi.11 not be necessarh follow-
ing an event. We do not find this justificat' ion acceptable, as the accumula-

|
tors may or may not discharge dependent on the size of the break. The ranges !

supplied (13+ inches, level; 0-700 psig, pressure) are not as recomended (10
'

. _ . to 90 percent volume, level; O to 750 psig, pressure). The applicant has not
justified this deviation. We conclude that the instrumentation supplied for

*

,this variable is not acceptable. The applicant should provide instrumenta- |

tion that meets the recomendations of the regulatory guide or provide satis-
, .

factory justification for not doing so.
.

'

3.3.7 _ Pressurizer Level
..

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends Category 1 instrumentation for this
variable with a range from the bottom to the top of the vessel to ensure

,

proper operation of the pressurizer.

.. The applicant has provided instrumentation for this variable that does
not include the hemispherical heads. Only when the level is within the
limits of the cylindrical portion of the pressurizer is the level on scale.
Outside of the supplied instrumentation range in the hemispherical vessel
heads, the volume to level ratio is not linear (approximately 15 percent of

,

6
'
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the total volume). ' We feel that this deviation is minor, and therefore
acceptable.

,
>

< ,
,

3.3.8 Quench Tank Temperature-

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommenhs a range for this variable of up to
_,,

750*F., The applicant has provided instrumentation for this variable with a.,

range up to 350*F. . The applicant has stated that an analysis shows the
temperature will not exceed 328'F under any condition. We find the appli-

~

cant's justification for this devietion in the upper limit of the range
acceptable. '

. ,

.

3.3.9 Steam Generator Level ,;

! >,

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends redunda'nt Ca egory 1 instrumentation -

j for this variable with a range from the tube sheet to the separators. This
instrumentation is to be supplied for each steam generator to monitor its

.

-___ operation. s
,

'

j The applicant has supplied wide range instrumentation for this variable
with the low limit of the range 22 inches abcve the tube sheet rather than at '

the tube sheet as recomended by the regulatory guide. ,,The applicant pro-
'

vided no justification for this deviation. ,
,

s
.

'
"

Regulatory Gufde 1.97 recomends redundant ran e instrumentation. The
I applicant has redundant narrow range instruments that provide redundancy over

a portion of the wide range instrument span. sThe, applicant states that this
,

; would indicate a failu,e of a wide range instrument. We find the justifica-
! tion for deviations ir, range and redundancy for this variable unacceptable.

3.
1

i . .

; The applicant'should provide redundancy for the wide range steam genera-
tor level channels ever the entire recomended range or provide satisfactory'

justification for not doing so..

| r,

t

! ..

'
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3.3.10 Steam Generator Pressure

. The applicant has supplied instrumentation for this variable that covers
up to 1300 psig (110 percent of the lowest safety valve setpoint) rather than
the recomended 20 percent above the lowest safety valve setpoint. The ap-
plicant considers the supplied range to be adequate., _ ,

-
. ,

Relief valve setpoints, while typically _.specified as 1 percent of
nominal, routinely exhibit a repeatability scatter on the order of 3 per-
cent. Such a variation in relief valve setpoint in combination with reason-
able instrumentation sensor-to-readout inaccuracy and drift (in the order of

'

5 percent) could eliminate the instrumentation margin. Given hat there is
insufficient instrumentation margin, and that the instrumentation could be

respanned to give a range of up to 120 percent of.the lowest safety) valve
setpoint, we do not consider the applicant's' justification for the deviation
to be adequate.

.

_ However, there are redundant,. independent instruments that measure to-.

1500 psig (125% of the lowest safety valve setpoint). Th'ese are not identi-
,' fled with Regulatcry Guide 1.97, but the transmitters and indicators are safety

grade. We do not know if they satisfy the Category 2 requirements. We con-
.

cur with the applicant that the instrumentation supplied for this variable is
acceptable, if the redundant 1500 psig instruments can be shown to meet the .

recomendations for Category 2 inst'rumentation.,

-

., 'm

3.3.11 Containment Spray Flow

The applicant has supplied instrumentation for this variable that satis-
fies the range recomendation except when in the recirculation mode. The

. range in this mode is up to 106 percent of design flow rather than the regu-
latory guide recomended 110 percent of design flow. This deviation is minor
and therefore acceptable. The instrumentation is not environmentally quali-
fied. Environmental qualification has been clarified since Revision 2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 was issued. The clarification is in the environmental

.

8
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qualification rule,10 CFR 50.49. It is concluded that the guidance of Reg-
ulatory Guide 1.97 has been superseded by a regulatory requirement. Any ex-
ception to this rule is beyond the scope of this review and should be

-addressed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49.-

, _ 3.3,10 Heat Removal by the Contain;aent Fan Heat Removal System
- .- ,

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends plant specific instrumentation for this
.

variable to monitor the operation of the cIo~ntainment fan heat removal system.
~ ~'

'

This system is operated in conjunction with the containment spray system.

The applicant is not supplying instrumentation for this variable, indi-
cating that this variable is unnecessary because the accomplishment of post-
accident cooling is verified by monitoring the' containment pressure and air
temperature. *

As the containment pressure and air temperature are affected by the con-
.. tainment fan heat removal system and the containment spray system, and is a

.
-

,

function of break size and location, we do not concur with the applicant's'

j position. The contairaent pressure and air temperature do not show conclu-
sively that the containment fan heat removal system is operating.

. .

The applicant should provide instrumentation for this variable or pro-.

vide an analysis that shows the instrumentation (containment pressure and
temperature) is sufficient to monitor the *.xpected range of operation.

'

3.3.13 Containment Sump Water Temocrature
.

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends this instrumentation to monitor the
operation of the containment cooling system.

I'.

The applicant indicates that this variable is unnecessary, because con-
i

tainment cooling is monitored by the containment air temperature instrumenta- '.
tion. Also, the applicant states that the sump temperature does not affect

{
.

9-
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residual heat removal system operation, nor is it needed to assure net posi-
tive suction head. The containment air temperature is a f, unction of break
size and location. Therefore, we cannot concur that the a'ir temperature is
indicative of the operation of any one containment cooling system. The ap-

~

plicant should either provide instrumentation for this variable or provide
further justification showing why compliance cannot be accomplished., _ _ . .

-
. ,

3.3.14 Volume Control Tank Level - - - - - - - ~

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends instrumentation for this variable that
covers a range from the top to the bottom of the tank. The applicant has

provided instrumentation for this variable that does not incluh the hemi-
spherical heads (where the volume to level ratio is non-linear). Only when

the level is within the 75-inch length of the cylindrical portion op the
,

volume control tank is the level measurement on scale. We find that this
deviation is minor, and therefore acceptable.

.

-_ 3.3.15 Hich-Level Radioactive Licuid Tank Level
.

,' Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends monitoring this variable with Cate-.

'

gory 3 instrumentation for the full height of the vessel to indicate storage
,

'

vol'ume .

.

The applicaat indicates that tfits variable is unnecessary as the liquid
"*

radwaste system is not required following an accident as additions to the
tank are prevented by the centait. ment isolation system. The liquid radwaste
system is controlled from a separate control room in the radwaste building
and the level is monitored there. This control room is accessible following

~

an accident. Inadvertent contamination is not postulated. The applicant has
- not identified either the range or the category of the instrumentation .sp-

plied for this variable. Based.on the justification provided by the appli-
cant, we concur that this variable can be adequately monitored from outside
the main control room at the Callaway Plant. However, the applicant should
provide the instrument range and category necessary to make a final
determination.

.

10 l.
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Not all accidents result in automatic containment isolation. Even with
an isolated containment, operating engineering safety feature equipment can
develop leaks of radioactive liquids. The applicant should discuss the han-
dling of such radioactive liquids in relation to the high-level radioactive-

liquid tank level.

. -

3.).16,. Radioactive Gas Holduo Tank Pressure.

Regulatofy Guide 1.97 recomends mo'nEoring this variable with Cate-
'

gory 3 instrumentation from 0 to 150 percent of design pressure to indicate
storage capacity.

.

The applicant indicates that this variable is unnecessary as it is not
controlled from the' main control room, but rai!her .from a separate control
room in the radwaste building. The pressure "is monitored in the radwaste

building control room, which is accessible following an accident, rather than
the main control room. However, the range is 0 to design pressure rather

'

than the recommended 0 to 150 percent of design pressure., The applicant- . ,

should provide justification showing that the existing range is adequate for.

,

, post-accident conditions.

3.3.17 Vent From Steam Generator Safety Relief Valves or Atmospheric Dump '

Valves.
,

.

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends monitoring this variable with Cate- "N

gory 2 instrumentation with ranges of 10~1 to 10 uCi/cc and duration of re-3

lease in seconds and, mass of steam per unit time. The purpose of this
,

instrumentation is the detection'of'significant releases and release
assessment. *

The applicant has not provided the ranges to be supplied for this in-
strumentation nor shown it to be in conformance wi'th the range recommendation
of Regulatory Guide 1.97. The applicant should provide this information,
showing that the range recommendations are satisfied or provide justification
for any deviation.

,

- .

4
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3.3.18 Noble Cases and Vent Flow Rate--All Other Identified Release points
|

'

Regulatory Guide 1.97 recomends monitoring this variable with Cate-
gory 2 instrumentation with ranges of 10-6 to 10 uCi/cc and 0 to 110 degrees2

of design flow. The purpose of this instrumentation is the detection of sig-
nificant releases, release assessment and long-term surveillance., _ ,

-
. ,

The applicant has not provided the aange..to be supplied for the auxil-
iary feedwatef pump turbine exhaust monitor nor shown it to be in confonnance
with the range recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.97. The applicant should
provide this information, showing that the range recomendations are
satisfied. '/.s
3.3.19 SumpAccidentSamolingCaoabilityWithAnalysisCapabilitydn-site

The applicant takes exception to'the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97
with respect to post-accident sampling capability. This exception goes be-

'

- yond the scope of this review and will be addressed by the chemical engineer-
ing branch as part of their review of NUREG-0737, Item II.'B.3.

.

/
*

3.3.20 C_ontainment Air Samoling Capability with Analysis Cacability On-site
~

.

The applicant takes exception to the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97 .

with respect to post-accident sampling capability. This exception goes be-
yond the scope of this review and will be addressed by the chemical engineer-

'

ing branch as part of their review of NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3.

.

4. CONCLUSIONS

.

Based on our review we find that the licensee either conforms to or is
justified in deviating from the. guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97 with the
following exceptions:

1. Neutron flux--environmental qualification is yet to be addressed in

accordance with 10 CFR 50.49 (Section 3.3.1).

12
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2. Radioactivity concentration or radiation levels in circulating pri '
mary coolant--the applicant should commit to evaluate newly devel-
oped systems for this variable and to install a satisfactory system

|

within a reasonable time frame (Section 3.3.3). )
.

3. Residual heat removal heat exchanger outlet temperature--the appli-
~I cant'should re-span his instrumentation to provide a minimum range

.. - .

of 32*F rather than 50*F or provide satisfactory justification for

notjproviding the recomended ia'nge"(Section 3.3.5).

4. Accumulator tank level and pressure--the applicant should provide
. Category 2 instrumentation or provide satisfactory justification
for not supplying it for this variable; the applicant should pro-
vide satisfactory justification for 'not providing the recomended

~

ranges or should provide instrumentation with ranges that meet the
regulatory guide recommendations (Section 3.3.6).

5. Steam generator level--The applicant should provide totai range
'

reoundancy for the wide range instruments to conform to the recom-
'

mended range or provide- satisfactory justification for not doing so
'

(Section3.3.9). '

.

6. Steam generator pressure--the applicant should show that the redun-,

dant 1500 psig instrumentation meets the Category 2 recommendations
(Section3.3,10). "N

'

7. Containment spray flow--environmental qualification, is yet to be
,

addressed in accordance with 20 CFR 50.49 (Section 3.3.11).
.

8. Heat removal by the containment fan heat removal system--the appli-
cant should provide analysis that shows the instrumentation (con-
tainment pressure and temperature) is sufficient to monitor the
expected range of operation.

.

/
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9. Containment sump water temperature--the applicant should either i

provide instrumentation for this variable or provide further jus-
tification showing why compliance cannot be accomplished (Sec-

tion 3.3.13).,

10. High-level radioactive liquid tank level--the applicant should show
, ,,,

" ;~" that the category and range of the provided instrumentation is ade-
,

quate; the applicant should discust_the handling of radioactive
liqu, ids that are not contained by containment isolation (Sec-
tion 3.3.15).

11. Radioactive gas holdup tank pressure--the applicant should provide
justification showing that the existing range is adequate for post-
accident conditions (Section 3.3.16).,

.

12. Vent from steam generator safety relief valves or atmospheric dump
valves--the applicant should provide information showing that the

,

range recommendations are satisfied, or provide justification for.2_

any deviation.
.

.

13. Noble gases and vent flow rate--auxiliary feedwater pump turbine
exhaust in the applicant should supply the ranges of this instru-
.T.antation (Section 3.3.18). - .

.

' ' ~ ' ' ' '14. The applicant should specifically commit to conform to the guidance
of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 except for those deviations that
are justified 'and accepted by NRC.

.

..

.
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